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.MARSHALL UNIVERSITY

TUESDAY
Mostly sunny;
high around 40

COS senators to fight $25 lab fee plan
By Christopher McDermott

Reporter

College of Science senators are beginning talks this week to develop
options for the proposal that would
charge all students approximately $25
for each science laboratory class they
take.
Dara Porfeli, COS senator and cau- cus chairwoman, said that while meetings will focus· on plans of action, the
COS is not to blame for the fee.
"Ifthingsdon't change, the COS may

Parking 'not
a problem,'
off-icial says

havetostartcheckingGPA(gradepoint
average) scores to allow students to
take science classes," she said. "We
could even lose accreditation within
five years ifwe don't get more support."
Brian Brown, COS senator, said much
of the responsibility also lies with the
governor. "If Gaston Caperton is truly
sincere about getting HEAT (Higher
Education Advocacy Team) to do something abouthigher education, he should
have them come down here and assess
our needs.
Brown said, "No Marshall student

can afford to be apathetic. It's going to
•affect everybody who takes a science
class, not just science majors."
Porfeli said, "The professors in the
COS are doing more than what is required. They are going above and
beyond the call ofduty, because they're
having to teach so many students while
not having enough to teach them with.
· "The COS is being put under undue
stress. They shouldn't have to worry
about adding lab fees," she said. "There
is a need for new equipment and supplies and the West Virginia Legisla-

Sta-nda·rdization
concerns some
COB professors

Water work

9,439 citations
issued last fall

positive side to standardization, such as students receiving at least get minimal coverSome College of Business age of topics they should know
professors are concerned about by the time they graduate. He
the changes accreditation from said because accreditation
the American Assembly of should make students more
Collegiate Schools of Business marketable, everyone in the
may bring.
COB istrying to achieve it.
Dr. Stev.!)n Shuklian, associDr. Roger L. Adkins, interim
ate professor ofeconomics, said associate dean ofthe COB, said,
introduction level, multiple "[Accreditation] is really going
section classes already use the to be beneficial to students."
same textbook's. He said the
COB is working on standardized syllabi and curricula.
Shuklian saidhe is concerned
about too much standardization. It may, in the long run,
have negative effects on differ- .
ences of opinion, he said.
It is like "corporate America
trying to dic4lte and standard- ByMerrl~n
ize the curriculum and under- Reporter
mine the diversity of opinion,"
Shuklian said.
The College of Business has
Dr. Gary J. Saunders, pro- five years to achieve accreditafessor of accounting, said the tion from the American AssemMCSB is concerned that all bly of Collegiate Schools of
students get the same level of Business, according to the in· knowledge. He said the ac- terim dean of the COB.
counting department tried to
Dr. Robert B. Hayes said the
standardize some tests last COB is at pre-candidacy status,
year but relaxed that when they the first step to accreditation.
met with resistance.
Please see YEARS, Page 2
Shuklian said he can see the
By Merri Dotson
Reporter

By Mervin Brokke
Reporter

OK. You have $260 worth of
parking citations hanging over
your head, your car has been
"booted" by the Huntington
Police Department because
they want their money, and
you won't spend $25 to get a
parking space at the stadium
because "it's too far to walk."
You're not alone. Last semester, 9,439 parking citations
were issued by university parking attendants. That's about
the average, said Mary B.
Wilson, parking manager ofthe
Office of Public Safety. In
Spring 1992, 9,365 were issued.
Wilson said the major parking problem is not that students don't have a place to park.
Contrary to popular belief,
she said there are many parking spaces available-metered
and permit lots. Drivers simply park wherever they wantfire lanes, handicapped zones
andeveryothernoparkingarea
imaginable.
Students are not the only
culprits.
During home football and
basketball games, non-students get their share of citations. While last weekend's
basketball doubleheader was
being played, parking attendants and public safety officers issued about 300 citations.
Citations can add up. They
range from $2 for an expired
meter fine to $10 for other violations.
The funds are put back into
the the parking fund: repairing potholes, repl~cing signs
and painting lines. Maintainingthe parking ar~as is expensive; one meter costs more than
$500 to replace, Wilson said.
Marshall does not receive all
thefundsgeneratedfromparking citations. After 10 days,
citations become the property
of the city. The Hun~ngto~

ture should meet that need."
Charin Douglas, COS senator, agreed
the fee is necessary, but is dismayed that
there is little outside support.
"When is the COS going to be a priority?" Douglas ask~. "People think we
have this wonderful new building, but
the top two floors are empty. We need
more support from the West Virginia
Legislature."
.
Douglas agrees "apathy is our biggest
problem right now. But, anyone who
feels frustrated can contact their COS
senator to find out what they can do."

College has
five years
for process

ByBNIII Hal

Beckley sophomore Tara Hurley leads the water aerobics
class Thursday evening at the Henderson Center pool.

Two jobs keep ex-vice president busy

two more: associate professor of education
and special assistant to the president. She
is teaching part time in the Department of
It was a "first" for Dr. Nell Bailey when Education for students working on their
she decided last year to resign after 12 master's degree and at West Virginia
years as vice president for student affairs College of Graduate Studies for those aland return to teaching.
ready in higher education.
"This is the first time fve ever changed
"I ·really believe that administrators
jobs on the same campus," she said. Usu- ought to teach as often as we can to keep
ally when she would accept another job, it alive and alert, and thinking and rememwould be at a different school. However bering what it's like to be in a classroom,"
when Bailey first came to Marshall in Bailey said.
1980, she found the best of two worlds.
"I'd like to apply in the classroom what
"It was the first time in my career that I've learned over the past 30 years as an
I everfound a community an~myjobcom- administrator."
patible," she said. So Bailey will remain at
She also is working part time for PresiMarshall, but.in a different function.
. dent J . Wade Gilley on a study,.following
-' . .:Please:aee.RARKING,.lfagll,2 . , . When Baile,.lost one title, she picked up , .,up~!>- graduateis to see where they are, how
BySamal'.llha Camey
Reporter

satisfied they are with their profession,
and how well Marshall prepared them for
their career.
"I'm going to miss the comradery over
the past few years with students," Bailey
said, "but I'm going to enjoy my new relationship with students and colleagues.
I'm very enthusiastic about it.
Meanwhile, as Bailey carries on with
her new job,her former position remains
vacant.
She decided a year ago to return to
teaching but stayed in student affairs in
the fall because no one has been chosen to
take her place.
The ·search committee has submitted
theirfinal recommendations ofcandidates
to Gilley.
.
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Department of Communications Disorders receives five-yea·r accreditation
mandatory," McCornas said.
"Then ASHA changed their
requirements a couple years
agoand,inessence, thatchange
made accreditation mandatory."
Dr. Deryl R. Leaming, dean
of the College of Liberal Arts,
said that he expected Marshall
to receive accreditation, since
it is required for students to
become certified.
"I am very pleased," he said.
"I think it reflects very positively on Marshall and the
department."
McComas said the first step
in the accreditation process was
to go through a period of selfstudy and analysis.
"We spent a year and a half
in the process, gathering data
from former students, current

By Cindy Pauley

Reporter
The Department of Communication Disordershas received
a maximum five-year accreditation which will enable its
graduates to obtain certification.
The accreditation, which
came from the American
Speech-Language-Hearing
Association, will be effective
until Dec. 1, 1997.
Karen L. McComas, acting
chairwoman ofthe Department
of Communication Disorders,
said accreditation was very
important because of a new
decision of ASHA
"For our profession, up until
Dec. 1, accreditation was an
option for programs; it was not

students, doing self-study on
our curriculum, reviewing all
the surveys we conducted,
making modifications based on
those,, and then we started
looking at standard by standard," she said.
One ofthe modifications that
had to be made was to increase
the faculty-student ratio at the
graduate level,which reduced
the number of faculty for
tindergradua~ courses.
President J . Wade Gilley
asked the Department of
· Communication Disorders to
cap enrollment because ofthis,
McComas said.
"Our undergraduate population is large. We have approximately 35 at the senior level,
32 at the junior level, and our

sophomore course has 55 students," she said. "However,
they're not all guaranteed
admission into the junior level
courses."
McComas said since there is
no accreditation for the under•
graduate programs. The only
option undergraduates have is
to get their master's degree,
the entry-level degree in the
field.
"Our masters degree program has approximately 48studen ts," McComas said.
"Accreditation or not we've
·always tried to meet the standards in every possible way,
although we had never before
formally applied for accreditation."

The Parthenon, Marshall
University's dally newspaper, Is published by students
Tuesday through Friday dur-

ing the fall and spring semesters.
Responslblllty for news
and edltorlal content lies
solely with the editor.
Editor
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Managing Editor
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~rad McElmnn1
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Trac, Gwinn
Sports Editor

Ana M. Menendez
Llfestyles Editor
Lisa A. Earl
Photo Editor

D. Webb Tlwmpsun
Adviser

Delrra Belluomini
Production Supervisor

University moves t~ comply with disabilities act
Executive Committee.
"ADA is civil rights legislation," said Jerry L. Meadows,
Campus Rehabilitation Counselor for the Division of Rehabilitation Services. "This law is
not something to strengthen
the university's support system for students with disabilities. It is meant to eliminate
discrimination based on disabilities."
According to ADA literature,
the purpose of the legislation
is to extend civil rights to people
with disabilities similar to

By Steve Gady

Reporter
Marshall University takes
another step toward equal opportunity for people with disabilities by appointing a faculty member on the committee
to ensure compliance with the
Americans with Disabilit.ies
AcL
Dr. Violette C. Eash, associate professor of human developmentand allied technologies
was selected for the job last
week by the Faculty Senate

•

thinks the problems under
control, the COB will request a
date for a team to visit the
school
Although.accreditation could
be received as early as next
spring, it may take the entire
five years, Hayes said.
"It is our intent to make it
much, much briefer than that,"
he said.
Dr. Gary J. Saunders, professor of accounting, said he
thinks Hayes' leadership will
move the COB in the right
direction and the college can
be accredited within two years.
However, Hayes will be interim dean untilJulywhilethe
school is screening for a new
full-time dean.
If the COB fails to get accreditation in the five-year
limit, it can reapply.

YEARS

From Page 1
The AACSB has assigned an
adviser who will help the college prepare for the accreditation committee visit.
Hayes said the COB has to
organize the faculty and work
on problem areas such as strategic planning, faculty completion and development, curriculum content and evaluation,
instruction resources, students
and intellectual contributions.
A screening process of all
studentsenteringtheCOB also
will begin this year, he said.
Nine committees have been
reorganized to evaluate these
problems.
_
When the AACSB adviser

those available on the basis of
race, color, national origin, sex,
and religion.
It prohibits discrimination
on the basis of disability in
employrµent, state and local
government services, private
businesses open to the public,
transportation and telecommunications.
Dr. Stephen W. Hensley,
chairman of Marshall's compliance committee for ADA
said his group has four goals.
The first is in employment.
Employers must see what

·•

Police Department will "boot"
or lock up cars if it finds the
owner owes them money.
Duringfreshman orientation
new students are briefed on
the parking policy and procedures for obtaining a parking
permit.
Things are better now then
they have ever been - freshman are able to get parking
spaces, Wilson said.
Before the stadiµm parking
lot was opened, Wilson had a
three-year waiting list.
Now is the time to get into
the parking system.
Students! start parking at
the stadium, but after several

Advertising Manager

people with disabilities can do.
Second, the committee must
decide who is a qualified student for schools and programs
that have competitive admissions.
Physical accessibility and ensuring thatvisitors have equal
access to facilities also are
concerns.
More than 400 students with
disabilities are enrolled at
Marshall. The passage of ADA
ensures people have an equal
chance for future employment
and opportunities.

semesters ofrequesting transthey will get closer evenPARKING· fers,
tually, Wilson said.

From Page 1

Michael Friel

As a reminder, Wilson said
parking meters · and permit
areas are enforced from 7 a.m.
to 7 p.m. Monday through Friday.
All no parking areas such as
fire lanes and handicapped
zones are enforced 24 hours a
day.
And, students can only get
two tickets per day.
For those who continue to
rack up citations as ifit were a
contest, take heart.
Wilson said a payment plan
can be arranged ·with her office.
. More information may be obtained by calling Wilson at
696-6683, or by going to the Of.
fice of Public Safety.

Doug/ones
Student Ad Managers
Melissa Dicltmon

Marjorie Roberts
Advertising

696-2273 OT 696-3346
Complalnts
696-6696
Sports
696-3339
Story Ideas
696-2521
Tuesday,Jan. 26, 1993
311 Smith Hall
Huntington, WV 25755

Man disarms
hitchhiker
with dollars
OSLO, Norway (AP) - A
quick-thinking motorist disarmed a rifle-totinghitchhiker
by buying his weapon for $50,
anewspaperreportedMonday.
The driver didn't know heavily armed police in bulletproof
vests had launched a manhunt
for the hitchhiker, after motorists reported seeing him
along Highway E-18 near
Larvik in southern Norway,
the Dagbladet reported.
The motorist turned the
weapon over to police after the
hitchhiker got out, the report
said.

AS.fl and PHC says:

"GO
GREEK!"

FOR
EVERYONE....
EVERYDAY!

Stacllum McDonald'•
"The Student Centei''
2108 5th AYe,

EXTRA VALUE MEALS SAVE YOU MONEY!

Big Mac under $1.00
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Retired Justice Thurgood Marshall, the first
black Supreme Court justice and a towering figure of the civil rights movement, died
Sunday of heart Failure. He was 84.
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Iraq reveals weaponssuppliers
BRIEFS
. ,. . _-J______

By Victoria Graham

geted" an allied warplane.

Associated Press Writer

He also assailed new U.S.
.Defense Secretary Les Aspin,
who said Sunday that Iraq
would not comply with United
Nations resolutions until Saddam Hussein is ousted. Aziz
said Aspin's statement was an
"arrogant and belligerent response to our peaceful gesture."
The treatment of inspection
teams by Saddam's government will be considered a test
of Iraq's compliance with Persian GulfWar cease-fire terms
and its attitude tow,rd U.N.
teams. Baghdad has accused
them ofharboring U.S. spies.in
some cases, a charge denied by
U.N. officials and teams.
Iraq maintained that turning over the list of suppliers
would violate its sovereignty
over trading relationships.
Baghdad's apparent coopera-

_ BAGHDAD, Iraq- Iraq has
turned over a list ofmost ofthe
suppliers for its nuclear weapons program, complying partly
with a key Security Council
demand after balking for
months, a top U.N. weapons
expert said Monday.
Maurizio Zift'erero, deputy
chief of the International
Atomic Energy Agency, said
Iraq submitted what it said·
was a list of 90 percent of the
foreign suppliers and agreed to
answerquestionsaboutthe list.
• As usual, we will press them"
for the remainder, Zift'erero
said.
Deputy Prime Minister Tariq
Aziz said Monday Iraq was
maintaining its unilateral
cease-fire and had •never tar-

tion could be a last-minute bid
to persuade the U.N. Security
Council to lift sanctions. The
council met Monday to decide
whether to renew sanctions. It
reviews the sanctions every 60.,
days.
At U.N. Headquarters, diplomats for two permanent
members ofthe Security Council predicted the council would
not lift the sanctions Monday.
The diplomats, speaking on
condition of anonymity, noted
Iraq had not complied with
other resolutions.
Tim Trevan, a spokesman for
the special commission overseeing the weapons inspections, said Iraq must list all
suppliers in order for the panel
to report to the Security Council that it has fully complied
with its obligations.
Clinton has pledged to con-

_from wire reports

_.,r-~~ -

....
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· ~

- ·=-··..~ : .~~. ·~ ::...,
-:.

tinue the policy begun by former President Bush to respond
strongly to Iraqi threats to allied planes in the air exclusion
zones. But U.S. attacks have
been criticized by some nations
as excessive and have eroded
support among the coalition
that forced Iraq to end its occupation ofKuwait two years ago.

U.S. attack on Somalia
comes after warnings
By George Esper

Gunman kills two
at CIA's entrance
MCLEAN, Ya. (AP) - A
man armed witb a rifle opened
fire Monday at the Central Intelligence Agency, killing two
people and wounding at least
three, Fairfax County authorities said.
Police said they were searching for the gunman, described
by a witness as a man in his 20s
carrying a hunting rifle.
·
The two dead were shot and
killed at the CIA's main gate
about 8 a.m., fire department
spokesman Lt. Mike Reilly said
minutes after the shooting. One
other person was shot at the
gate, while two others were
wounded in the agency's Visitors Center, he said.
Dr. Barry Burka, a witness,
told CNN that the shooting
occurred at a stoplight. Ayoung
man who appeared to be in his
20s was shooting into windshields, Burka said.

Forty Injured Somalis J .
h' f
were treated at a local · omt C 18 s unsure
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP)
- U.S. helicopter gunships at- hospital after an hour- of gays in military
tacked the forces of one of long attack.

. AP Special Correspondent

Somalia's warring factions
Monday after twice warning
them to pull back from the
southern town of Kismayu, a
U.S. military spokesman said.
A Red Cross spokeswoman
in Mogadishu reported about
40 injured Somalis were
brought to the hospital. She
spoke on condition of anonymity.
No U.S. ground forces were
CHICAGO (AP)-Struggling with them at one time," Arthur
Sears, Roebuck and Co. an- C. Martinez, chairman of the involved and no U.S. casualnounced Monday it will elimi- Sears Merchandise Group, said ties were reported, although
one helicopter was damaged
nate about 50,000 full- and in a telephone interview.
part-time jobs, close more than
"I would like to believe this is by Somali fire, the military
100 stores and discontinue its a full and complete resolution spokesman, Marine Col. Fred
"'big book" catalog, a staple for of all of our major problems," Peck, said.
He said four Cobra gunships
nearly a cen- - - - - - - - - - - Martinez said.
tury.
· Nevertheless, from the U.S. 10th Mountain
Sears said it "We will be contlnu- he added: "We Division fired rockets and canis elimina ting Ing .•• ·1 0 find ways of willbecontinu- non into troops of Gen. Mo16,000ful!-time lowering costs."
ing every day, hamed Said Hirsi, known as
jobs and '.l4,000
every week and Gen. Morgan, a son-in-law of
part-time lmes.
Arthur C. Martinez every year to former dictator Mohammed
AL the
find ways of Siad Barre.
Six Somali armed vehicles,
change:. ap1o w e r i n g
known as •technicals," one
proved by the Sears board costs."
Saturda:; , shoul,, be completed . A major part of the cutback rocket launcher, one armQred
by early 1.994, the Chicago- will be replacement of Sears' personnel carrier and four arbased con°;'lany i-aid in a state- catalog with small circulars. tillery pieces were destroyed,
ment.
The spring 1993 catalog will be Peck said.
Belgian ground forces also
"We haye tried -t o attack all its last. Sears produced its first
ournonpe;formingbusinesses, ·. general merchandise catalog, joined in the assault 25 miles
nonperforming locations and which came to be known as the west ofKismayu, firing 30 mm
guns from light armored venonstrategic assets and to deal "big book," in 1896.

Sears' reorganization
means cuts -in payroll

NOW LEASING FOR NEXT SEMESTER! ·
A great place to live close to campus
"COME SEE THE DIFFERENCE"
We accomodate 150+ students. 1 to 4 bedroom units available. *Each
bedroom has its o·wn bathroom * Sun Decks * Spiral Staircase *
Security * Extra Clean * Great Furniture • Ail Utilities Paid * Parking
Laundry* Central Heat/Air* Pets allowed w/ fee* Full time Staff* 9
Month Lease * Check us out early for great selections and
.
summer leases * Special Rates For Summer

'fffE•FIGNN;QROOP.• •.•.•·, u .•,

GREEI( S & CL UBS
RAISE A COOL

'1000
IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE

MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
You a1ao get a FREE

HEADPHONE RADIO

·S-il-04!'.J.-7• "':•.~·•r~!;,.~~~:

hicles.
Peck said the attack lasted
one hour and stopped the advance of Morgan's forces
against thoseofCol. OmarJess,
who is allied with one of
Somalia's major warlords, Gen.
Mohamed Farah Aidid.
U.S.officialssaidMorganhad ·
broken a cease-fire agreed to
by 14 warring factions on Jan.
15 by attacking Jess' forces.
Aidid told a news conference
earlier that he had asked the
United States military to disarm Morgan's forces. He said
they had attacked his militias
in southern and central
Somalia in violation of the
cease-fire.
·
Aidid said he had informed
U.S. special envoy Robert
Oakley ofthe situation. He said
the U.S.-led international task
force "has the duty to intervene and disarm them."
"We have passed a message
to Morgan to pull back from
the Kismayu area and from
Birhane," a village 28 miles
from Kismayu where there was
fighting Sunday, a U.S. official ·
said earlier today. He spoke on
condition of anonymity.

WASHINGTON (AP) President Clinton, preparing
to meet with the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, Monday underscored his
pledge to lift the ban on gays in
the military despite opposition
from Pentagon leaders.
A top military aide said the
JointChiefsbelieveClintonhas
given little thought to such
issues as same-sex marriages
and spousal benefits.
He said the chiefs have questions relating to whether gay
spouses would receive survivors' benefits, health care and
housing, which are given to
heterosexuals.

Companies to defend
against cancerdaims
The cellular phone industry
prepared a vigorous defense
Monday against claims that
the devices cause brain cancer, and stocks of major ceJlular makers were largely unchanged after sharp drops
Friday.
Concerns over the safety of
the phones (used by 10 million
people) were raised last week
after some users claimed that
the devices gave them or relatives brain cancer.

ECURITY electronic 1 lOdb
alarm doors windows & autos!
urns e su oap men .
626 20th St. Garbage &
Water paid. No pets.$225/
month $225 securl ty
deposi t. Secured entrance.

2A hour protection!
Mace & S111n Guns
CALLER ID can be pmdlued at

Fum1shed 1 bedroom 630 20th
St. Garbage and Water pa1d. No
pets. Secured entrance. $275/·
mont h - $275 secur1tydepos1t.

TYPING/ DESIGN
CALL 453-2118 For experienced

525-5853

CRUfCHERS
1701 5th Ave. 525-1771

typing and Desktop publishing.
Will do typing at a reasonable rate.
. Letters, brochures, flyers, pro- ,
ic,ft.,. . . .. - - •• - .. -
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Clinton action
deserves praise

•

T The Issue: Abortion restrictions overturned last
week by President Clinton hopefully Is Indication
. that women's constitutional right-to-choose will
remain Intact.

The abortion debate is far from over, but fortunately President Clinton took a giant step forward
last week in supporting Roe v. Wade.
- Like it or not, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in a
case 20 years ago that women have a constitutional
right to an abortion.
Yet, the recent Republican administration Ameri-/ cans endured for 12 years chose to ignore that ruling
when President Bush implemented a ban on abortion·
counseling in federally-funded clinics. Put simply, a
gag order was placed on a procedure protected by the
Constitution.
However, with the stroke of a pen, Clinton overturned that policy, as well as other abortion restrictions.
But to no one's surprise, anti-abortionists reacted
with their customary violence over the weekend when
nearly 400 people were arrested at abortion protests
nationwide.
·
}
Operation Rescue resorted to glueing doors shut at
one abortion clinic. Others simply blocked access to - - - - - r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - clinics by ordinary and unique methods. But in the
Although this is a temporary setend, their bodies were dragged to jail where they Former editor
back, this issue has brought a once Former policy
belong.
.
•
taboo subject into the light for should remain
It's fine for protesters to excercise their First Amend- questions C 8 nge
further discussion. Maybe now
ment right, but it's wrong for them to impede on
people-will realize that attacks do EDITOR'S NOTE: This 'letter was
someone else's right to choose.
· To the editor: ·
happen to real people with real written before The Parthenon's
Futhermore, their actions are hypocritical. In efnames and addresses. They should fonner policy of identifying rape
In the midst of all the hoopla and do everything possible to protect victims was changed.
forts to save fetuses, many anti-abortionists hurt
others during their violent demonstrations. _T heir celebration enveloping the editors themselves.
human rights principals apparently only apply to the -decision to overturn the so-called
The only sure way to keep names To the editor:
"rape policy," my thoughts keep from being printed is to prevent an
unborn, not fellow humans.
Many anti-abortionists are encouraged by a Su- returning to two things: the jour- attack from occurring at all.
Bravo! I'm sure that you and
preme Court ruling this month that said federal nalistic dedication to fairness and
those on The Parthenon editorial
Micki M. Casto board will be a welcome addition to
judges may not stop abortion protesters from blockad- the possibility that the .accused is
innocent.
Clarksburg
senior world society when you graduate.
in~ clinics.
Although the decision may make
We who are older support you.
Sad, but true.
for smooth sailing for The PartheHopefully, with a pro-choice administration, abor- non, I ,dou~t it will contribute any- Columnist should We have raised sons and daughters who are now where you are.
tion issues will be decided with the Constitution in thing to reporting _the facts comThose of us who have been incheck
her
facts
mind instead of Republican morals.
pletely or fairly.
volved in the evolution of gender .
issues
for the past three decades
th
Kevin D. Melrose To e editor:
were motivated by a concern for
Parkersburg junior
Nerissa Young's opinion column equal rights. Since then certain
in the Jan. 22 edition of The radicals have redefined "equal" to
Five editors
Parthenon quotes the Charleston mean that which benefits women.
I'm the same age as Bill Clinton.
Gazette as reporting a Marsha:11
deserve praise
promotional
·publication, I can still remember going down to
J . Wade Gilley has found himself in and out of con"Marshall in the News: 1992," cost the draft board at age 18 to register for duty in a place I'd never
troversy lately, but his slick public relations depart- To the editor:
$5,000.
heard
of called Vietnam. I wonment has always been there to help maintain a posiThe fact is, my office has been
tive image for him.
·
·
Although it is now a moot point, billed $416.25 for 2,500 copies .of dered why the majority half of the
population wasn't forced to conTais semester, C.T. Mitchell, director ofuniversity I want to praise the members ofthe the publication.
relations, produced a PR rag called MARSHALL IN editorial board who voted to print
When questioned by the Gazette tribute in any way. I still do.
THE NEWS: 1992.
the names ofbot h the accused and reporter about the cost, President
I didn't think it wu fair that
Throughout the Gilley-filled newspaper are noth- the accuser of an aUeged rape.. I Gilley indicated he wasn't sure men earned more than women for
ing but positive stories concerning the university that know a few of the editors person- but said our printing costs proba- equal work. I also didn't think it
.
ally, and I just wanted them and bly ran well below $500,000 a year wasfairthat women expected men
are taken from other Publi•cations.
the other editors to know at least and the publication in question to pay most of the bills.
Ironically, one is even about the School of Jour- one person believes in what they undoubtedly cost less than oneYou are going to get flack for you
naism and Mass Communications receiving full ac- tried to do.
tenth of 1 percent of the total Us- convictions. Hang in there. We are
creditation.
These editors knew their deci- ing those figures, one would come proud to see young m6n and
It was only last semester when Gilley told The sion would cause conflict, but they up with acostof$500-not$5,000. women, like you, take enlightened
Parthenon, "It's just a weak journalism department were willing to put themselves on
In the future when there is a unbiased stands.
as far as I can see.•
_
the line for something they be- question about something involvGilley's opinion in his PR publication is different, lieved in. Being fair to all parties ing the operations of my office, I
RobertE. Kimble
however.
·
involved, no matter what the topic, hope The Parthenon will check
Williamsport, Pa., resident
"Hi_storically, journalism has been recognized as a and presuming that a person is directly with me. An article writvery strong Marshall program. We intend to work to innocent until is a fundamental ten in an out-of-town newspaper
maintain that reputation," he said.
theory of American democracy. In by a WVU alumnus who has diffi- Romey's words
Funny how nothing was mentioned about a weak today's world where everyone suf- culty with mathematics certainly 'frightening'
journalism program.
fers from NIMBY [Not In My Back is a source of information, but not
But we will be bold enough to say Marshall Univer- Yard], these editors rose above the the best available source.
To the editor:
sity has a weak president. It's a good thing Gilley's PR apathetic masses and made a diffiThanks!
department is working to maintain his good repuata- cult and unpopular decision.
Just when-it seemed the contro.
C.T. Mitchell
tion because he certainly has done nothing to deserve
Many others cannot say they
I
•
•
,, • • ' " "
" ld d'''th" ' .. 'i n" .. ,........ . . . . .... . . direcfor"of university_relations _. .. : :P.lease.see LETTERS, Page 5
tl _ .. .. ... . . . .... . .... ... .. .. ....... _ .
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o . ~- ~ _e.
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Legislature can't ignore higher education
BILL GARDNER
LEGISLATIVE WRITER
When the Legislature convenes next
month it will be faced with some tough
· decisions regarding higher education
in West Virginia.
Faculty and staft"plan to lobby state
lawmakers for a pay increases, as well
as more money for state colleges and
universities.
If the West Virginia Higher Education Coalition gets started, higher education employees might have the political vehicle they need.
According to Dr. Allan Roberts, dean
of the West Virginia School of Osteopathic Medicine, W.V.H.E.C. is an
independent and non-affiliated organization composed of faculty, classified
and non-classified staff', as well as students, alumni and parents.
Roberts, who has been recruiting
statewide for W.V.H.E.C., says he is
unsure how many have joined, because
he is registering people every day.

•

LETTERS

versy over The Parthenon's policy to
print the names of alleged rape victims
might finally be at rest, a new and
important situation arises.
The student body president, supported by at least one faculty member
and some students and staff' employees, calls for issues of the university
newspaper to be~collected and shredded. Many other members of the campus community mustbe aghast at such
a suggestion. For the record, were I an

He said about 70 people joined at a
membership drive at the University of
West Virginia at Parkersburg, which is
his goal for every college and university
in the state.
So far, the response has been positive. Roberts persuaded Charles Manning, chancellor of the West Virginia
System Board ofTrustees, to become a
member.
The BOT'sjob is to run the university
system, not lobby the legislature,
Roberts told a meeting of 28 people at
Marshall last week.
He said the group's purpose is to
lobby the Legislature in large numbers
in an organized manner.
The goals of the organization is to
establish a permanent year around
higher education advocacy organization, increase salaries to a level necessary for attracting, retaining and rewarding quality employees, seek more
money for higher education, including
moremoneyforstudentgrantprograms
and introduce legislation determined
by a vote of its membership.

editor I would not print the name, and
certainly not the address, of a victim of
a sexual assault, and I support many of
the statements made by those who have
written to protest The Parthenon's
former policy. However, the call for
censorship through "shredding" the
newspapers on a university campus is
one of the most frightening actions of
this entire chain of events.
Surely everyone of age to be on campus has seen the newsreels, the photographs, or read of the Brown Shirts
racing through the streets of Germany
in the 30s, burning books and newspa-

It will be interesting how the Legislature can fund a salary increase for
faculty and staff' in the light of recent
budget cuts. A tax hike is the only way
the state could afford the pay increases.
While W.V.H.E.C. plans to lobby for
salary increases, it has said nothing
about addressing salary inequalities
between Marshall and W.V.U. Another organization which has been
rumored to be lobbying the Legislature
is the American Association ofUniversity Professors, although it has yet to
enter the fray and its numbers are said
to be small.
While everyone agrees higher education employees deserve a pay increase,
nobody has any idea where the money
will conie from.
The Legislature also is scheduled to
consider a change in West.Virginia's
human rights laws which would make
sexual orientation a protected class.
A similar proposal was before the
Huntington City Council last semester
but was defeated because some council
members said they could not determine

if homosexuals were being discriminated against.
The council also heard the objections
of people who lectured council members about the "wickedness" of homosexuality.
Although a number of organizations
are backing the measure, such as
· Common Cause, the National Organization for Women, the American Civil
Liberties Union, the American Association of University Women, the
NAACP and the Citizen Action Group,
some legislators will claim the measure
is an endorsement of homosexuality.
In light of a narrowly passed constitutionalamendmel')tin Colorado, which
prohibits protection of homosexuals.
Denver has lost $15 million worth of
convention business.
Anti-gay ·feelings run deep in Appalachia and this issue could become
the most emotionally explosive of the
session. In the face of such opposition it
is unlikely the proposal will make it out
of committee.

pers, attacking authors, artists and destroying print machines and radio stations. Unfortunately, the same attacks
against a free press have QCCurred in
many places and in many times in history, always with the same tragic results for the people. Now, ofcourse, the
reasons for shredding The Parthenon
may not be the same, but is there really
a great difference?
In view of the recent attention to the
uses of NEA funds for certain works of
art and of the calls for censorship of
artists, it is rather incredible that an
art instructor would support putting a

large
Pepperoni
Pizza

newspaper "through the shredder."
A good case can be made for many of
us that certain works of"art" are harmful, even dangerous, to society and to
individuals. Should we advocate shredding those offensive works? Recently,
an opinion was expressed that the policy of The Parthenon reflected "poorly
upon the School of Journalism." How
does a call for collecting and destroying
the university newspaper reflect upon
Marshall University as a whole?
Richard Hensley
Director of continuing education
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EPA: Theory not just full of smoke
By Candace Elkins

islature will be lookingat three
pieces of legislation aimed at
reducing the use of tobacco:
• The Clean Indoor Act would
provide for designating nonsmoking areas in public places
such as shopping malls.
• The Use Protection Act
would reinforce the legal age
for buying tobacco and tighten
licensing procedures for sellpartment of Family and Com- ing tobacco products.
munity Health and assistant
• The last piece oflegislation
·professor of the School of would raise tax on tobacco inMedicine.
cluding smokeless tobacco
"Even if parents do not smoke products which have never
in the same room with the chil- been taxed in the past, accorddren or even if parents go out- ing to Lee.
side to smoke, these children
Carla Lapelle, dire~tor ofStustill suffer more respiratory dent Development, said smokproblems than children of ers may find help through
parents who do not smoke," he "Fresh Start," an American
said.
Cancer Society program offered
This evidence that second- each semester to faculty, staff
hand smoke is dangerous may and students free of charge.
result in tobacco-free environ"We stress in this program
ments throughout West Vir- that you don't have to want to
ginia. According to Cathy Lee, quit to quit," Lapelle said. The
Public Information Officer for program includes relaxation,
the W.Va. Bureau of Public talk about diet, and education
Health, the West Virginia Leg- on addiction and habits.

The Environmental
Protection Agency esStudents, faculty and staff
who smoke might want to seri- timates that each year,
ously consider quitting before 3,000 adult nonsmokdangers of secondhand smoke · ers die from breathforce society to eliminate smok- Ing others' tobacco
ing in public places.
A new Environmental Pro- smoke.
Reporter

By Don Pendleton

Classes offer improvement ideas
Faculty oriented into the Total Quality Management program last week learned how to
improve university teaching,
research and service.
TQM meetings began last
summer,according to Dr. Gary
J . Saunders, chairman of the
coordinatingcommittee. Saun-

ders said the university plans
to create about eight committees to deal with university
problems and later will increase the number.
Through TQM, students will
have a say in what goes on at
Marshall, student representative Erica Arthur said.

.tectionAgency reportconfirms
that exposure to other people's
cigarette smoke is deadly. The
report puts secondhand smoke
in the agency's "most dangerous" category.
EPA estimates that 3,000
adultnonsmokers die each year
from lung cancer caused by
breathing others' tobacco
smoke. As many as 300,000
children suffer each year from
respiratory tract infections because of secondhand smoke.
"Especially for children,
there's no question in any
physician's mind that secondhand smoke causes more respiratory problems," said Dr.
Daniel Peterson, associate
residency director of the De-
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· Billiards

2 FOR 1 Drafts

--SPRING!

Open

8 p.m-3:30 a.m.

~

MaCWe-9's

• SCH EDU LE

S2.50 pitchers
S1.25 tall boys
till 3:30 a.n1.

2 for Tuesday!
Happy Hour
8-10 p.m.
every night
$1.25 bottles
$2.50 pitchers

I

Well and draft drinks: 2 for price of 1
till 3:30 a.m.
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TOPTEN REASONS TO GO GREEK
1. Stimulate the less active person to develop his,'bet interests
and provide an outlet for leisure time.
2. Provide opportunity to devel~ close penonal friendships

which last a lifetime.
3. Provide opportunity for friendship development with fraternity

brothecs,lsorority sisters in chapters on othec campuses.
·4. Provide a social and friendship group which aids students in
adjusbnent to college life.
5. Provide a sense of belonging and identity for the individual.
6. Encourage the individual to participate in all types of activity.
7. Develop in the individual a sense of group cooperation and
responsibility and skills in.working in groups.
8. Provide opportunity to win leadership positions.
9. Provide an opportunity to engage in business aod management
activities through the business responsibilities of the organization.
_
JO. Students who choose to become members are dedicated to
the ideals of leadership, scholarship, social development, and
community services.

RECRUITMENT IS NOW IN PROGRESS
GET INVOLVED!

•Pool
•Darts
•Pinball

•TV
523-9574

th u rsday

10 p.m .- 1 o.m.

Daddy . s DR IN I< s pc c i ct I!
a 11 yo u d r i n I< w e 11 a n d d r a ft

* * Friday * * :

the ULTIMATE dance party!
beer and shooter specials

I
:

LIVE DJ EVERY NIGHT!
1045 1/2 Fourth Ave.

Yes, we do private parties
:
For more information, call the office of Greek Affairs 696-2284
~
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

.

Calvin and Hobbes
I ~'T WA.I-IT To GO TO
SQ\OOL . I IX>N'T WAITT

by Bill Watterson

1 AL~~D'{ KNOW MOR£

m KNOW

Til~N l WANT iQ ! I
L\1(£.0 T\.\lt-lG<:, -~EiTI:R

AN'(1HING
NE't-1.

WI\EN I

DlDt{T

VN~TI\ND T\.\E.M !

n\E t~C, IS, l'M Bt.\NG
ED\JCA.Ttl>

IS \T A R\GI-\T
~

h.;~N":>T !'II'{
v-llLL ! M~

REMMN.

\G~RJ,..t,ff ~

I ~1
~ow, B\JT

I RU\l'Se
TO f \ND

RIG\.\i'E. !\Rf
BEINGTRA~!>l£D !

O\lT!

I

t

Calvin and Hobbes
IT WOULD S\JRE 8£ A. BIG
S\JRl'Rl5E IF T\.\E 9:\-IOOL BUS
SPOKfANE.o\JSL'{ E.X\'LODE.t> Al'-\1)

I DIDNT 1-1~\JE 10

(3)

10 9::.1-\00L I i

by Bill Watterson

ro

'(EM\.
S\lR"E SE
SIJR\>RISE:P IF THAT
~A.\>\>Et'\EO ·'

LIFE IS FULL OF
SURl'R\'3£'S, B\lT

NE\11:R 'Nl-lrn 'IOU
NITD ONE.

"You didn't give me a chance to elaborate, friend....
Mitsy doesn't bite, but man, can she kick!"

Muskrats taste go·o d

Hobnob l1'n

Paige Anderson
AC:ruAll'(, .l. WA'b ~E
lt.l,ERE'!>"TEO \N 1'AAC11CIN6

SMYRNA, Del. (AP)-Nancy Bailey walked out of Mary
Etta's Family Restaurant, grinning like the proverbial cat
who swallowed the canary. But the main course wasn't bird,
it was rat - muskrat.
"I'm 54 and I've been eating them since I was old enough to
know what they were," said Ms. Bailey of Sudlersville, Md.
Delaware's muskrat trapping season began in December,
and two Smyrna restaurants are serving the swamp-dwelling
rodents' tender, dark brown meat until the season closes
March 15.
Muskrat is the Wednesday night $7.95 special at Mary
Etta's, with fried potatoes and stewed tomatoes.

C<mAA1E

LAW.

11'6 WERE

1\£ ':>PlRIT
~'WUE

. MOt,lEV 16.

PIZZA

-~..

Ill

15i5 9th Ave.

- HOURS
Mon. - Thurs. 11 AM- 12:30 AM
. Fri. & Sat. 11 AM - 1:30 AM
Sl!nday _Noon - 12;30 AM
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Semi·nars offer
international flare
Joseph J. Piek
Reporter
Marshall's international students will present "'Global Perspectives: A Lunchbag Seminaron the Nations Around Us"
beginning today at noon in
2E10, Memorial Student Center.
Each Tuesday students
from a particular country or
1
region
will
present an area
ofthe world and
host informal
discussions.
Approximately 130 international students representing40
different countries attend
Marshall.
.
Today's presentations about
about China, Hong Kong and
Taiwan are open to the public.
"'We've developed this program to create an environment

China

where students can leam about
other parts of the world on an
informal basis,• said Stephen
W. Hensley, assistant dean of
student affairs and director of
the International Students Office.
"Our international students
don't have enough impact on
campus. Most American students aren't fully aware of the
international students, and
they don't associate with them
often enough," Hensley said.
Rima Farhat, co-interim coordinator of the International
Students Office sees this event
as a wonderful chance.
"A lot of American students
don't have the opportunity to
travel around the world,- she
said. "This a a great opportunity to experience other cultures, aspects ofpolitics, ways
of living, food, religion, education, and values."
Farhat also said seminar participants will discover some of

Jan26
Feb.2

England
India, Sri Lanka

Feb.9

Mediterranean
South East Asia
African Nations
Eastern Europe
Japan
Spain
South America
Pakistan,
Afghanistan
Middle East
Canada

Feb. 16
Feb.23
Mar.2
Mar.9
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Mar. 30
Apr.6
Apr. 20
Apr.27

the challenges which face international students as they
get settled into life in America.
Graduate assistant Aikwah
Leow hopes the program is successful as a first effort. •Nothing like this has been done before, except for our international students who are recruited to speak at freshman
seminars: she said. "'We hope
a lot of people take advantage
of this opportunity."

Higher education learns to brighten image
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP)At Lesley College, they're
learning about the importance
of body language, eye contact
and wardrobe (don't wear black
on red; the colors bleed on camera) when appearing on television.
Colleges and universities
across the country are ~tting
more savvy about dealing with
the media, employing highpriced consultants to educate
them on putting their best foot
forward in the electronic age.
Some say they don't have
much choice.
It's either that or get swept
away by the negative publicity
plaguing higher education,
from rising costs to campus
crime to research scandals and
antitrust lawsuits.

dent Richard Rosser.
Not everyone in academia is
happy with the emphasis on
image-building.
"'You meet that point with
faculty where they're saying,
"Well, really it's an insult to my
intelligence to have to reduce
things to a couple ofsentences"'
for public consumption, Lockwood, an a<ljunct member of
the Lesley faculty, said.
Helen Ackerman, associate
vice president for university
relations at George Mason University, hired media consultants from Hill & Knowlton in
1991 after the university suffered budget cuts and a date
rape on campus.
Media consultants charge
from $2,000 for a 4 1/2-hour
session to $6,600 for a full day.

"With falling enrollments
andrisingtuition,youhaveget
your message out ifyou want to
stay alive in this world, especially at a small c.ollege,- said
the instructor, Sebastian Lock-

wood.
Everyone from the Rev. EdwardMalloy, presidentofNotre
Dame, to instructors at community colleges employee media consultants. .
The National Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities has scheduled a workshop on media relations at .its
annual meeting next month.
"Ourinstitutions understand
that they increasingly have to
play a public role with alumni,
. with students, with state legislatures, with people at the federal level," said NAICU Presi-
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Job fairs work
for students,
director says
a, Kara M•cum
Reporter

Approximately 60 mid-size
firms and large c.orporations
will berecruitingstudentsnext
month at the Charleston Civic
Center as part of an annual
job fair.
Operation Native Talent enables recent graduates and
graduating seniors to discuss
career opportunities with employer representatives and
submit resumes for specificjob
openings Feb. 3. .
Employers are searching for
students in all career fields
and majors to fill current and
anticipated job openings.
"I think Operation Native
Talent is a tremendous opportunity for seniors," said Rae
Lynn Cupp, Operation Native
Talent treasurer.
,ven ifa senior is not looking for a particular job, I still
urge them to come because you
never know what doors will
open or what will come up as a
result of contacts made at the
fair," Lynn said.
The sixth annual Operation
Native Talent is sponsored by
the West VirginiaRoundtable,
West Virginia Chamber of
Commerce, West Virginia Development Office and West

The
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ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
furnished (except for bedroom) apL
W/D furnished $175/mo. + dep. Call

Rob522-3898days733-4342evenings
FEMALE ROOMMATE.NEEDED
Nice apt. 3 blks from campus $240/mo
utilities included 525-9033.
NEAR MU 3 BR Apt for renL carpeted, central heat, $375/mo + utilities. No pets. Call 523-8822
UNFURNISHED apt. at 2407 Collis
Ave. 2 BR. kitchm furnished.W/w
capet, AC, suitable for 2 penons.
W'illconsider 10-12moolhJ.ease.S325/
mo+ DD Call 523-8101
APTFORRENT.45251hAve.4BR,
water paid. $350/mo + deposit 5257643 evenings
LARGEHOUSE,5BR,21/2BATHS
9th SL & 9th Ave. 1mile from campus.
Newer carpeting. Available in May.
$800/mo 523-7756
APT FOR RENT 3 BR.furnished, all
utilities paid Near campus 522-4780

HELP WANTED: Easy Workl Excel-

lent Payl Taking snapshots. Send self
eddressedstampedenvelopetoGertrude

Malcolm, PO Box 877 Philippi, WV
26416.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. earn $600 +/wk in
canneries or $4,000+/mo on fishing
boats. Free transportation! Room and
Board! Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or Female. For
employment program call 1-206-5454155 exL A5346
CAN YOU MANAGE ON AN EXTRA $2,500? Practical experience for
Business/Marketing Majors: manage
credit card pomotion on campus for a

National Marketing Finn. Homs flexible.
Earn up to $2.500/term. CALL 1-800950-8472, Ext. 17

\//\'CF/I \ \ f 'Ol S
LOOKING FOR GRANTS, scholarships, student loans? We c111 guarantee
~ aid. Call Grants Express at 1-

800-727-2258 EXT 4744
PARKING SPACES Available 2nd.
Old Main $30.00,'MO 522-8461
Semester 1/2 blk from the Student
Center. $85 per semester Call 529-1555
I-. \/1 1 /.0) \IF\ I
PARKING Near Twin Towers &
DELIVERY PEOPLE NEEDED at Holderby Hall. Call Crutchm at 523Wiggins. Apply immediately. Must 7805
have car. Call 525-1591
FOR SALE U8I FORD Mustang Gr
COUNSELORS, COACHF.S, AC- convertible. White with Platinum bot......,.......,SPECIALISTS. All land and tom. While lealher inlerior. Loaded
water sports. primacy and teen spe- wilh cuatim exhaust. Timed windows
ciali.Jtl, tamil, gymnastics. c.eramic&, New tires. 28,000milesNegotiableprice.
radio/video, natuie. music positions CALL 529-0801 if no 1111wer leave
for JRS, SRS & GRADS at Camp meaage.
Starlight, a leading coed camp in APPUCATIONS are being accepced
PO<lOIIO Mtna. of PA. Working wilh for two volunteer openings on lhe
mature stiff, friendly atmosphere and WMUL,.FM StudentBoardofDireaors
extenaive facilities. 6/20 - 8/20. Field (Promotion11ndTraining). WMUL-FM
wC1lk/ internships upon request. For is lhe Marshall campus radio station.
campus interview call (516) 59'1-5239 CALL 696-2295. Deadline ltrl/93
or write: 18 Clinton Street, Malverne, APARTMENT for rent 3 furnished
NY 11565.0rcallPlacanentScrvices: rooms and balh. Offstreet parking Eat
696--~7_0:; .
, , . .· . end CALL 522....2324 , , , . , ,
PARKING GARAGE Across from

-·-

Virginia College Placement
Association.
Companies will operate
tables from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m Feb.
3. Students must register as
they enter.
Although many students
have found full-time employment opportunities through
thejobfairs, students shouldn't
expect a job offer on the spot,
said Reginald Spencer, director of Placement Services.
"Job fairs are not interviews,"
Spencer said.
'They offer a chance to chat
with employers aboutjob prospects, pass out resumes for consideration and hope for a personal interview at a later date
at the company office or headquarters."
Spencer recommended students dress professionally and
bring several resumes to pass
to recruiters.
Spencer suggested students
prepare by targeting positions
and reading about companies.
-A list of participating companies describing the kinds of
.employees they're looking for
by major and job titles is available at the Placement Services
Center.
A 20-minute tape offers specific tips for making the most
of the job fair.
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Search begins
for dorm di rector
By Tami Opyoke

Reporter

The search is on to fill the positioh of
director of residence services.
The former director, Mary Beth Poma,
resigned from her position Jan 8. to "go
h,ome to be a morn," said Raymond F.
Welty, associate vice president for
administration.
"I think that is very admirable, and I
hated to see her go," Welty said.
Members of a search committee are
advertising the position in the Chronicle
of Higher Education.
The deadline to apply is Feb. 26 and
the search committee will begin the
selection process soon after, Welty said.
The committee will conduct
interviews in March and make a
recommendation to President J. Wade
Gilley at the beginning of April, Welty
said.
The new director to begin work at the
end of the spring semester, although
.the "starting date is negotiable."

1992 mov.ies, sitcoms take Golden Globe awards
By Bob Thomas

Associated fress Writer

. BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. - "The
Player" and "Scent ofa Woman" were
big winners at the Golden Globe
awards, while Clint Eastwood was
honored as best director for
"Unforgiven."
"The Player," a satiric view of
Hollywood, triumphed in the best
musical or comedy film category.
Tim Robbins, who played an
unscrupulous film producer, was
hailed as best actor in a musical or
comedy.
•
.
"Scent of a Woman" won a surprise
Golden· Globe for best dramatic

RESERVE

"Roseanne" won for best comedy or
motion pictureofl992 as well ashonors
for best acting by Al Pacino and best musical series, and co-stars Roseanne
screenplay.
Arnold and John Goodman took best
The 50th presentation of the actress and actor.
"Stalin" brought the mini-series or TV
Hollywood Foreign Press Association's
awards on Saturday spread the movie movie actor award to Robert Duvall and
and television trophies liberally, and support acting awards to Maximilian
no winner dominated the event.
Schell and Joan Plowright.
Standing in for Roseanne Arnold was
".rhe Golden Globes are viewed closely
for indications ofwhat's to come at the her husband, Tom, who said she was
Academy Awards in March.
home sick.
"Most of all, she'd like to thank her
"Scent of a Woman," the story of a
blind, retired Army officer, overcame fans - and it's about time," he said.
"AFewGoodMen," "Unforgiven,""The Roseanne Arnold has been nominated
for an Emmy · just once despite the
Crying Game" and "Howards End."
ABC's blue-collar sitcom "Roseanne" popularity of her show.
Emma Thompson was acclaimed best
and the HBO special "Stalin" tied for
top television honors with three apiece. dramatic actress for her role as the

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

independent wife in "Howards End."
"If I have a wish ieft in the world it's
for the creation of more great female
roles," she said.
Gene Hackrnan's role in "Unforgiven"
earned the motion picture supporting
actor award.
• "Aladdin" won trophies for Alan
Menken for original motion picture
score, and for Menken and Tim Rice for
the original song"A Whole New World."
In the television categories,
"Northern Exposure" captured the
drama series Golden Globe.
Regina Taylor and Sam Waterston
were TV's best dramatic actress and
actor for "I'll Fly Away."
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KAPLAN

1011 SIXTH AVE.
Huntington, WV

Marshall U& iiversity

TAE KWON DO CLUB

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INfflAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army ROTC
awards scholarships to hundreds of talented
students. I! you qualify, these merit·
based scholarships can help you pay
tuition and educational fees. They

even pay a Oat rate for textbooks and supplies. You can also receive an allowance or
up to $1000 each school year the
scholarship is in effect. Find out today if
you qualify.

ARMYRO'lt
TBESMARTESTCOWGE
COORSE10UCDTUE.
3yr- & 2yr Scholarship Application's ·are now being accepted. Deadline is

22 FEB 93. Pays for Tuition, Books and Fees;plus $100 a month. Contact
~P.T ~~~~~~~Q~,~ -~~~ ~~~~i:,~ .~1.~ .Q_4~~i;Gk.s.o.n.. .H~~-1~~..-.. : : ~
~ ::~·:·

A Branch of
Master Kim's
School of
Traditional
TaeKwon Do

The MU Tae Kwon Do Club wlll resume
classes on Tuesday, January 26th, from
4:45-6:00 In Room
_ 2_108 Gullickson, continulng every T, TH; F. Beginners are welcome. For more Information, call 429-3671.

_-:->.·:<:: :.:~.:. _- ....•:~:•:~•.-:••-•·...,·:._,_
... ·,...•.'...:...:_.',_'.•'•...·....·:....:_:....·._-,_....
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Campus police find it tough
to take a bite out of crime
By Mervin Brokke
Reporter

books, clothing, and jewelry.
Petit larcenies occur everywhere on campus. Approximately 40 percent occur in the
residence halls, while other key
locations are the Morrow Library, Memorial Student Center, parking lots, and offices.
Years of experience reveal
that many crime victims share
the same story, said Donald L.
Salyers, director of the Office of
Public Safety.
"But I was only out of my
room for five minutes, visiting
friends down the hall. I came
back and my stuff was gone," is
a common line for students, he
said.
The biggest problem is apathy, Salyers said. Students don't
think they will be victims and
don't think about crime until it
happens to them.
This belief is echoed by Raymond F. Welty, associate vice
president for administration:
"Students' interests are not
piqued until something happens," Welty said.
Marshall's open campus contributes to the crime rate. Everyone must be watchful, follow
the residence halls' sign-in pol-

As the swallows return to
Capistrano, Cruise missiles
revisit Iraq and Marshall students converge on Huntington
for another semester, so too does
crime.
The greatest threat to everyone in the Marshall community
is larceny, especially petit larceny, theft totaling less than
$200, said Capt. Jim Terry, assistant director of the Office of
Public Safety.
There were 97 petit larcenies
and 13 grand larcenies for the
reported in the MU jurisdiction,
according to information reported to the Uniform Crime
Report of the U.S. Justice Department.
Total dollar value ofthe stolen
merchandise was $17,315.
Only a fourth of that is ever
recovered, Terry said. That's not
much, but based on his experience it is a good rate, he.said.
The crimes just don't get
solved, Terry said. One reason
for this is the stolen items can
be quickly sold or are untraceable. The hottest items are text-

Crime Spree
During the past semester, Public Safety reported the following crimes in its jurisdiction:

Grand larceny
5
Petit larceny
43
Sexual assault
1
Assault
11
Breaking and entering 1

icy, and not allow unescorted
people to wander in the residence halls.
Many times criminals will
trick a student into giving them
access into the hall, Terry said.
A typical ploy is a criminal telling a student that he cannot
reach a friend living in the
building because his phone is
busy and he really needs to get
inside to see his friend. Once
inside, the criminal will leave
the student and victimize other
students, Terry said.
Everyone can be a victim.
From the student who leaves
his books in the student center
to get a cup of coffee, to the
secretary who habitually places
her purse in the lower righthand desk drawer.
Prevention is far easier and
works better than trying to
solve a crime afterit is committed Terry said.
·
The presence ofPublic Safety
officers andvolunteer members
ofthe Campus Watch help deter
crime. Also Public Safety works
with local and state law enforcement agencies to get information and assistance with
potential criminals.

Persons arrested:
33 adults
and 1 juvenile
Criminals often are unknown
to the victim and can be either a
student or nonstudent. Typically,
criminals enter rooms, offices,
and parked cars without force.
An unlocked door, items left on or
in a desk, or left visible through a
car window are easy targets for
the criminal.
To protect yourself against
these crimes, be cautious, Salyers
said. Mark textbooks using a code
with a name or social security
number Terry said.
Other valuable items such as
clothes and jewelry should be
marked as well. It is easier to
recover marked property, and if
recovered, it is difficult to determine ownership of unmarked
merchandise.

Newborn abandoned in bags improves
FRANKLINTOWN (AP)-A
newborn girl was upgraded to
fair condition Monday after
being found inside two knotted
plastic bags in a bucket left at
an Eastern Panhandle trash
dump, authorities said.
Chief Deputy Jesse Jones of
the Jefferson County Sheriffs
Department said Monday that
a county woman has been questioned and an arrest is expected
to be made today.
The naked infant was coated
in afterbirth, was beginning to
tum blue and had a body temperature measured at 72 degrees, Jefferson Memorial Hospital nurse Pauline Mejia said.
The girl also had a bloody

Doe," was admitted in serious

He said the sheet and towel

Police have questioned condition and was treated for are being analyzed to determine
a -o-1ood type.
a countv woman and hypothermia, Cangemi said.
The child was in the bag
said he was scouting
expect to arrest some- between 30 minutes and an theJenkins
. trash pile about 10 miles

one today.

towel and sheet over her head,
authorities said.
"She was upgraded from serious to fair condition," said hospital spokeswoman Theresa
. Cangemi.
"She's doing well. She's going
to be fine."
Doctors believe the baby was
about five hours old when Sonny
Jenkins, 49, of Franklintown
found her near trailer park at
10:30 a.m. Sunday.
The infant, dubbed "BabyJane

hour, Jones said.
south of Charles Town looking
"The doctor said she couldn't for leftover timber when he heard
have lasted much longer," she something cry out.
said.
"At first I thought it was a
He said the child may be bawk, but then I saw it was
released from the hospital in a coming from this bag," Jenkins
few days.
told WYVN-TV in Martinsburg.
"We're trying to get hold of "I looked and I saw something
the Department of Human kick in a plastic bag, so I said, .
Services and maybe they can 'That's a baby.' "
step in and take custody ofthe
Tonya Jenkins, 16, Sonny
baby and go from there: Jones Jenkins' niece, said she helped
said.
her uncle open the bag.
Whoever left the child in the
·"They put it in the bucket head
bag could be charged with at- first," she said.
tempted murder, Jones said.
She said she removed mucous

Sexual assault
charge dropped
AU charges have been
dropped on Bruce D.
Johnson, a 22-year-old
Marshall student who was
arrested on sexual assault
charges, said Chris Chiles,
Cabell County prosecutor.
Neither the arresting officers nor the Huntington
Police Department_ investigattors could be reached for
comment.
Johnson, ofthe 1600 block
of Fifth Ave., could not be
reached for comment.
A 20-year-old Marshall
student alleged she was
sexually assaulted Jan. 9 in
her South Side apartment
after a man with a gun reportedly entered her home
through an unlocked door.
The man repeatedly sexually assaulted her and
threatend her roomate, the
police report stated. ·

Calling HELP
may hurry help
When minutes can save a
life, calling HELP will bring
a quick response from the
MU Emergency Medical
Service
paramedics.
The letters HELP equate
to the telephone number
4357.
The emergency number to
dial on campus and in the
Marshall EMS jurisdiction
is HELP (4357) said Jim
Donathan, coordinator of
the Marshall University
Emergency Medical Service.
"The call comes directly to
us and because we know the
campus, we can respond 2-3
minutes faster than other
local
paramedics,"
Donathan said.
Earlier in the semester
paramedics unfamiliar with
the campus were delayed in
finding and treating a victim during an incident at
Prichard Hall, he said.
Situations similar to these
happen · regularly on campus. Donathan and his crew
·responded to over 200 calls
last year.

YEARBOOK
GROUP

RUN FOR SENATE

PHOTOS

Filing begins

Jan. 22 through Feb. 2 at noon

Make arrangements now!
The editors and staff of the
ChiefJustice want pictures
of all student groups and
organizations to be published in the 1992-93
yearbook. But we can't do.
it without the help of the
student officers and the
faculty and staff advisors
of the orgaoi:zations.

SEATS AVAIL.A BLE.
1- COB '
3-CC
3-COE
1-COFA
3-GS
1-COLA
1-CS

To make arrangements,
please call Photographer
John Baldwin at 525-5969.
Because of deadline pressures, we need to have all
nnictures
taken bv,lu, . ·
,., ~ ,; F.
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In~rviews will be conducted Feb. 2-4 beginning
at 9 p.m. Sign up sheet in SGA office.
•
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The men's basketball team will host Virginia
Military Institute Wednesday at 7:30 p.m in the
Henderson Center.
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Hunters shoot for safer seasons .
By Tom Moyer
Reporter

Anyone wanting to hunt in
West Virginia for the first time
will need to attend a free certified hunter's safety course offered throughout Cabell
County.
The three-to-five-hour course
is open to all Tri-State residents and Marshall students
and employees. The Greater
Huntington Park and Recreation District, West Virginia
· Division of Natural Resources
and Cabell County Vocational
Technical Center are sponsoring the courses.
Kenneth Hansen, activities
specialist for the Greater Huntington Park and Recreation
District, said the course is required for those people want-

ing a pistol permit
Topics covered in the course
includefirearmhandling, West
Virginia hunting laws, wildlife
indentification, firearm and
ammunition identification,
hunting ethics, muzzle loaded
weapons and archery.
•AI] other states that require
this type of course will recognize and accept the certification from this class," Hansen
said.
The course has been offered
the past three to four years and
each course averages between
40 to 70 participants from all
age groups, Hansen said.
Women also are attending the
class.
"The majority of ladies a~
tendingthecoursedosoinorder
to get their pistol permit," he
said.
·

Hansen also recommends the
course for hunters who have
been away from the sport for
awhile or who need to refresh
their hunting knowledge.
"We have had people take
the course who have been
hunting all of their lives and
most of them say they have
learned something new during
the course."
The course is offered January through March, in time for
spring gobbler· season, and
September through Octoberfor
deer season. The courses are at
the Cabell County Vocational
Technical Center, St. Cloud's
Community Center and Camp
Mad Anthony Wayne.
More information can be obtained by calling the Greater
Huntington Park and Recreation District at 696-5954.

12th ANNUAL CELEBRATION!

• BAHIA MAR HOTEL & CONDOS •
• PADRE SOUTH CONDOS •
• SHERATON HOTH & CONDOS•
• GULFVIEW CONDOS •
• LANDFALL TOWER CONDOS •
• -HOLIDAY
INN5 and 7 nights

CLOSEOUT
OF
WOMEN'S
APPAREL

1,~'tF/

h,,
•VOYAGER• DESERT INN•
• THE TEXAN • THE R~•
.
• RAMADA INN•
~-('>

•TOURWAYINN•
• THE REEF•
-5 and 7 nights -

h,,

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat.
sorority. team . club. etc.
pitches in just one hour
and your group can raise
Sl.000 in just a few days1

le'

- 5 and 7 nights -

h ,,

PARKING Near Twin
Towers & Holderby Hall.
Call CRUTCHERS at
S23-780S.

ii1

AMS BARY'S
846 ~1th AVE
DO\VNTO\VN

,.

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!
No cost No obligalton

1-800-932-0528, ext. 65

I
I
I
• J

I

l

'

I 'I
I

,.SUBWAYIm, tltP/ ~ oppetit.e/

MEAL DEAL $1.99
•

11

•

6 meatball, medium drink, chips and cookie
911 8th St.
1055 5th Ave. 1501 3rd. Ave
511-3653 Stadium Subway
513-7817
5ii- 45

AUPIIICING POii NTIR STAY-NOT P ER NIGHT

CALL TODAY

$1.00 off footlong sub
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Higher degree
By Julia Farley
Reporter

Students pursuing master's
degrees may be driven by more
than competition in the work
place.
Higher pay could be the motivation for about 2,500 students seeking advanced degrees in the Graduate School.
Although some students
think a bachelor's degree will
make them competitive in their
fields, in many cases a master's
degree makes a great difference in how you start out and
advanceinthejobmarket, said
Dr. Leonard Deutsch, dean of
the Graduate School.
He said statistics show there
is a correlation between the
level of degrees and salaries.
"It is statistically demonstrable that a higher degree
usually-yields a higher salary.
A master's degree makes you
more competitive and allows
you to move up the administrative hierarchy.•
Lynn Parrish, Charleston
graduate, received her undergraduate degree in counseling
and rehabilitation and is pursuing a master's degree in
agency counseling.
"In my field there is anywhere
from $6,000 to $10,000 difference in pay - between · a
bachelor's and master's degree.
Graduate school is challenging, but I think it's worth it."
Richard Atkinson, Glen
Daniel graduate, received an
undergraduate degree in his-

-
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higher pay

terpay.•
The traditional graduate student enters graduate school
right after graduating with a
bachelor's degree, Deutsch
said.
"At one point, most students
went on from undergraduate
to graduate school immediately. Today, this trend is shifting. Marshall's Graduate
School has about an equal representation of non-traditional
and traditional graduate students."
He said about 400 students
graduate from the Graduate
School which offers 33 advanced degrees.
"Most graduate degrees come
from the College ofEducation,"
Deutsch said. "Communicationsdisordersiaafieldingreat
Phcloby 0. '1Mb ~
demand and the nursing proWendi Robertson, Parkersburg graduate, and Shawn Ramsey, Spencer graduate, help ease gram is rapidly growing."
their Graduate School fees by assisting Flnanclal Aid office employees.
Graduate School applicants
must meet criteria to be ac"In my field there Is anywhere from $6,000 to $10,000 difference In pay cepted into the program.
· Applicants must have a
between a bachelor's and a master's degree."
bachelor's degree from an acLynn Parrish, Charleston graduate credited college or university,
have an undergraduate grade
point average of 2.5 on a 4.0
scale and take the Graduate
Deutsch said in most majors Records Examination or the
tory and is pursuing a master's classes they have to take that
degree in safety management. don't relate to their majors; an undergraduate must com- Graduate Management Ad"A master's degree makes you however, graduate school of- plete about 128 hours.
However, a graduate student missions Tesl
more marketable, especially in fers concentrated studies in
"Applying is very simple:
completes 32 to 36 hours.
a time of recession. In most classes students select.
Deutsch
said.
"In
graduate
school,
students
"I'll
be
doing
a
lot
more
recases, someone with a master's
"You fill out an application,
degree will get better pay than . don't take a wide variety of search and work in graduate
someone with a bachelor's classes like they do in under- school than I did in undergradu- arrange to have your undergraduate school: Deutsch said. ate school," Atkinson said. "But graduate transcripts sent to
degree alone."
Most undergraduates com- "Classes are focused on the a master's in my field will help admissions, and your applicame advance and get much bet- tion will be reviewed."
plain about the required major you choose."

Disneyland fans goofy over Toontown
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) - The folks living for years in this northern comer ers.
at Disneyland won't be upset if their ofDisneyland,justbehindFantasyland.
"It's one giant photo op," said Joe
biggestnewattractionin20yearstums Fleeing the Hollywood hubbub, he set Lanzisero, the senior concept designer.
out to be a big pie in the face.
up movie studios in his barn and talked "Eye candy," Burkhart called the colAfter all, it's Toontown. Nearly two his friends into moving here.
lection of curvy "Toon Victorian" buildyears in the making; the 3-acre cartoon So Minnie Mouse lives right next door. ings.
community opens today with all the You can lounge in her living room and
There are rides, including a cockamasubtlety of a whoopee cushion.
eavesdrop on her answering machine. mie trolley with a big windup key. A
"Everything is a gag: said Dave There's cheese in the fridge: gouda and little roller coaster opens Tuesday with
Burkhart, the park's senior show pro- not-so-gouda.
therestorroontown,butRogerRabbit's
ducer.
Minnie left the radio on, tuned to Car Toon Spin won't open until late
Inspired by Robert 1,emeckis' 1988- WCKY.
summer.
movie "Who Framed Roger Rabbit?"
These folks didn't even hide the dirty
Mostly, it's a place to stroll and look
Toontown offers a hands-on tour with- laundry. A plumber's plunger washing for surprises.
out the movie's sinister surrealism.
machine pounds a load of Mickey's
Executives wouldn't say how much
"'
"You are the cartoon charac- three-fingered gloves on his back porch. the new attraction cost, although some
ter," Burkhart said.·"You get to p~ciGuests get a tour ofMickey's studios, published reports put the price tag at
pate in all those cliches."
look in on Mickey, Goofy $11d· Donald $100 million. It's the biggest addition
Wise-guymailboxestalkback.Goofy's Duckinaprojectionboothandseeclips at the 37-year-old theme park since
watermelons squirt water. -What hap- of Mickey movies like "Steamboat Wil- "Bear Country" (now "Critter Counpens when you push that TNT plunger? lie." The mouse's makeup for that 1928 try") opened more than 20 years ago.
Oops, there goes the Fireworks Fae- classic, you'll note in the dressing room,
But they're quick to add that the park
tory. And look out for the falling safe! is black and white, of course.
didn't increase its ticket•prices ($28. 75
Whew, that was close.
Restrooms? They're in Goofy's Gas a day for adults.)
"You've got to understand the my- Station, where fish are swimming in
Toontown's scale fits the 10-year-old
thology,• Burkhart explained during a those old-time gas pumps.
and under set, but Burkhart expects to
recent tour.
...
,,
Visit.on,can also expect autograp}13 . coax some -adult smiles as well. He
, , . " ,. : . :.r.' Micbi,Manse1 iti~a-ou\,.haa_~ e~: ._~pioblftle,~Mickey_~ ~ e:o:i h:- .".~"'~te_a,pileo!p1asticChip rn'Dale

acorns and wheedled a guest into joining him.
"I've got tc keep my~lf qualified," he
said

